
CMGP CMGP -- Coal Mine Gas PredictorCoal Mine Gas Predictor

This new computer software predicts coal mine gas This new computer software predicts coal mine gas 
quantity and ventilation requirements for the quantity and ventilation requirements for the 

individual longwalls and the entire mine.individual longwalls and the entire mine.

Calculations include influence of local geology, Calculations include influence of local geology, 
weekly and daily coal production, gas composition, weekly and daily coal production, gas composition, 
ventilation underground disturbances, barometric ventilation underground disturbances, barometric 

pressure changes and gas drainage system pressure changes and gas drainage system 
contribution in longwall absolute gassiness.contribution in longwall absolute gassiness.



Coal Mine Gas Predictor (CMGP)Coal Mine Gas Predictor (CMGP)

Prediction of coal mine gas quantity Prediction of coal mine gas quantity 
during longwall extractionduring longwall extraction

Based onBased on
local geologylocal geology
in situ gas contentsin situ gas contents
gas compositiongas composition
mining systemmining system
coal production level, andcoal production level, and
gas drainage efficiencygas drainage efficiency

Outputs predicted & calculatedOutputs predicted & calculated
Coal mine gas quantity released during longwall extraction Coal mine gas quantity released during longwall extraction 
for various daily coal production levelsfor various daily coal production levels
Ventilation requirements in longwall return for Ventilation requirements in longwall return for 
designated CHdesignated CH44 percentage percentage 



CMGP CMGP -- input datainput data



CMGPCMGP -- input data input data ((metric)metric) andand
SGESGE (relative gassiness)(relative gassiness) calculationscalculations



CMGPCMGP Absolute Gassiness Absolute Gassiness -- input datainput data



CMGP Absolute Gassiness CMGP Absolute Gassiness -- calculationscalculations



CMGP Absolute Gassiness CMGP Absolute Gassiness -- graphsgraphs



CMGP Ventilation Requirements CMGP Ventilation Requirements -- graphsgraphs
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